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Abstract 
Based on the long-span slab in an assembled building project, ABAQUS is used to simulate the mechanical properties and failure modes of the slab under 
the condition of the whole span cast-in-place slab and the two-way composite slab with different splicing methods. The finite element simulation results 
show that the integrate performance of the cast-in-place slab is better than the composite slabs, but the mechanical properties of the parallel splicing two-
way composite slab are not different from the cast-in-place slab; The stress concentration and the first crack are easy to appear at the cast-in-place joint 
of the intermediate span composite slab. With the increase of the uniform load on the slabs, the cracks will develop from the later cast-in-place joint to the 
side span composite slabs, and the concrete at the bottom of the slabs will crack and fail; If truss reinforcement composite slabs are used for large-span 
slab, two-way composite slab shall be adopted. Cast-in-place joint shall be arranged in the direction with less stress but not be arranged bidirectionally. 
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Introduction
Composite slab is a kind of prefabricated slab composed of 

precast bottom slab and cast-in-place reinforced concrete. The 
prefabricated bottom slab is not only a part of the slab, but also 
a permanent formwork for the cast-in-place reinforced concrete 
layer, which reduces the amount of cast-in-place and formwork 
erection, improves the efficiency and saves the construction period.

Based on many excellent properties of composite slab, scholars 
at home and abroad have carried out systematic research on it. 
Bayasi and izzuddin Ba concentrated on the calculation methods 
of shear strength, crack resistance and deflection of the composite 
surface of composite slab [1-2]; Sang Aihua and others applied 
the composite slab to the new building of Xi Yuan Hotel and it was 
considered that the composite slab has good integrity and continuity, 
reduces the branch modulus and cast-in-place quantity, and can 
save the clear height of the slab [3]. Guo Qijun and others discussed  

 
the normal section strength, shear strength, crack resistance and 
deflection of composite slab [4]; Xu Youlin and others conducted 
and load tests on the double-layer reinforced composite slab. The 
test results showed that the stiffness, strength and crack width of 
the composite slab can meet the requirements of the specification. 
At the same time, it is proposed that the joint of the composite slab 
should be arranged at the position with less stress as far as possible 
[5]; Ling Ru et al. Conducted experimental research on the impact 
of different splicing methods on the composite slab. The test results 
showed that the cracks at the joint of the composite slab appear 
later, and most of them were located on both sides of the joint, and 
the crack width was also small [6].

At present, there have been a lot of researches on the shear 
strength, short-term stiffness, crack resistance and deflection 
of the composite slab at home and abroad, but the research on 
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the mechanical properties of the composite slab under different 
splicing methods is slightly insufficient, especially when the slab 
span is large, the joint mode directly affects the bearing capacity 
and seismic performance of the composite slab. Furthermore, 
document [7] stipulates that “prestressed concrete precast slab 
should be used for composite slab with span greater than 6m”, but it 
is not clear whether truss reinforcement can be used for composite 
slab when the slab span is greater than 6m. Based on the above two 
research gaps, combined with the particularity of the engineering 
projects currently contacted by our company, ABAQUS is used to 
simulate a long-span slab in the project, analyze the mechanical 

properties of the composite slab under different splicing methods, 
and compare it with the integral cast-in-place slab, so as to lay a 
foundation for subsequent design and construction.

Design of Truss Reinforced Composite Slab
The large-span slab is taken from an actual project. as shown 

in Figure 1, the span is 8000mm × 9000mm and the thickness 
is 220mm. The reinforcements are double layers two-way 
reinforcement whose specification is 10@150. If the composite slab 
is adopted, the thickness of the prefabricated bottom slab is 60mm 
and the thickness of the cast-in-place layer is 160mm.

Figure 1: The large-span slab of a project.

According to the relevant provisions of documents [7-8], the 
slab adopts two-way composite slab, the width of post cast strip 
between slabs is 300mm, and the anchorage length of stressed 

reinforcement at the bottom of precast slab extending into the 
cast-in-place strip is 290mm. The reinforcement of single two-way 
composite slab is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The reinforcement drawing of composite slab.
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Analysis Model of ABAQUS
At present, there are two types of reinforced concrete finite 

element models: separated model and integral model. The 
separated model is to model the reinforcement and concrete 
respectively, that is to say the concrete is simplified into solid 
elements, and the reinforcement is simplified into beam elements 
or truss elements. The bonding and sliding between reinforcement 
and concrete can be simulated by setting contact relationship 
or adding corresponding interface elements. The integral model 
disperses the reinforcement in the whole element according to the 
proportion of the reinforcement in the element. The calculation 
cost of the whole model is the lowest and the accuracy is low. In this 
paper, the strain distribution and plastic damage of reinforcement 
and concrete need to be simulated respectively, so the separated 
model with high accuracy is adopted.

Elements type
Concrete is an isotropic material, which can be considered as 

a uniform solid element. In ABAQUS, the eight-node hexahedral 
element C3D8R can be used for simulation. This element has two 
properties: tensile cracking and crushing; The reinforcement can 
be simulated by two node linear truss element T3D2, which can 
only bear the action of uniaxial tension and pressure.

Material constitutive parameters
The simulated reinforcement can be regarded as an ideal 

elastic-plastic material, and the plastic damage model is adopted 
for concrete. The model of slab reinforcement is HRB400 (grade 
III steel), the strength grade of concrete is C30, the measured yield 
strength of reinforcement is 472MPa, and the measured standard 
value of concrete axial compressive strength is 22.8MPa. According 
to “code for design of concrete structures GB50010-2010” [9], 
the constitutive parameters of reinforcement and concrete can be 
obtained, that is, the elastic modulus of concrete is taken as 2×10N/
mm2, and the Poisson’s ratio is taken as 0.2; The elastic modulus of 
reinforcement is taken as 2×10N/mm2, and the Poisson’s ratio is 
taken as 0.3.

The double linear constitutive model is selected for 
reinforcement and the plastic damage model is selected for 
concrete, and the development or crushing of concrete cracks 
can be judged by plastic damage parameters. In the process of 
ABAQUS simulation, the plastic damage parameters will reduce 
the stiffness matrix of concrete after damage, so as to achieve the 
purpose of simulating the damage evolution process of concrete 
and can accurately reproduce the failure process of tensile cracking 
or crushing of concrete materials. Therefore, the introduction of 
plastic damage parameter is of great significance to explore the 
mechanical failure characteristics of composite slabs.

Appendix C of “code for design of concrete structures Gb50010-
2010” gives the calculation method of tensile damage parameter dt 
and compression damage parameter dc, as shown in formula (1) ~ 
formula (5).
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In the above formula, t , f rand c , f rrespectively represent the 
representative value of concrete uniaxial tensile strength, the value 
of t , f ris 2.01mpa, and the measured value of c , f ris 22.8MPa; 

 , εt r
and c , ε rrespectively represent the peak tensile strain and 

compressive strain corresponding to the representative value of 
uniaxial tensile strength and uniaxial compressive strength, and 
the corresponding values are 9.52 × 10-5 and 1.52 × 10-3; tα and 

cα respectively represent the parameter values of the descending 
section of the stress-strain curve of concrete under uniaxial tension 
and compression, which can be obtained according to the linear 
interpolation method, tα and cα  then the values of and are taken 
as 1.26 and 0.92 respectively.

Guo [10] and others obtained the tensile stress-strain curve 
of concrete through the material property test, as shown in Figure 
3. At the same time, they gave the location of each key point and 
the crack width of corresponding concrete when the concrete was 
damaged, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Quantitative description of concrete cracks under different stress stages.

Key Point Crack Condition Crack Width /mm
td  

0~A~C~E initial cracking 0.04~0.08 <0.6

E~F crack development 0.1~0.2 0.6~0.92

after point F crack penetration >0.2 >0.92

Figure 3: The Tensile stress-strain curve of concrete.

Contact and boundary conditions
Because the expansion coefficients of reinforcement bar 

and concrete are similar, and the ribbed reinforcement bar can 
enhance the bonding performance with concrete, the simulation 
process considers that the relative slip between reinforcement 
bar and concrete can also be ignored, and the embedded region 
command can be used to restrict them together; At the same 
time, it is considered that the deformation of the prefabricated 
bottom plate of the composite slab is coordinated with that of the 
cast-in-place layer. According to a lot of experimental studies, the 
artificial roughening treatment on the surface of the prefabricated 
bottom plate and the existence of truss reinforcement bars make 
the composite slab will not undergo shear failure before bending 
failure. Therefore, it can be considered that there is no relative slip 
between the prefabricated bottom plate and the cast-in-place layer, 
In the process of simulation, the prefabricated base plate and cast-
in-place layer can be bound together with the “tie” command.

Considering that in the actual project, the composite slab needs 
to be laid on the beam first (the bending stiffness and torsional 

stiffness of the beam are large), and then poured concrete to form 
a whole. It can be seen from the literature [11] that the error of the 
calculation method of the slab according to the fixed support of four 
sides is small, so the boundary condition of the composite slab is set 
as the fixed support of four sides, That is, 6 degrees of freedom (3 
translational degrees of freedom + 3 rotational degrees of freedom) 
need to be constrained.

Load application
Apply a uniformly distributed load perpendicular to the slab, 

and the amplitude increases monotonically from 0 kN/m2 to 60 kN/
m2 until the slab is completely damaged. 

Model building
Based on the above theoretical basis and modeling experience, 

the whole span cast-in-place slab model (hereinafter referred 
to as model A), parallel splicing two-way composite slab model 
(hereinafter referred to as model B) and parallel cross splicing two-
way composite slab model (hereinafter referred to as model C) are 
established respectively, as shown in Figure 4.
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Finite Element Analysis Results
Displacement analysis

According to table 3.4.3 of “code for design of concrete 
structures Gb50010-2010”,when the slab span meets 07m 9ml≤ ≤
,the allowable deflection limit is 0 / 250l , that is, when the slab span 
is 8m, the allowable deflection limit is 8000mm / 250 =32mm , and 

the slab uniformly distributed load corresponding to the allowable 
deflection limit is the ultimate load.

Selecting the point with the largest deflection in the slab span 
and extracting the load displacement curve, as shown in Figure 5. 
The damage of concrete at the bottom of slab under ultimate load 
is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Plastic damage of the bottom of slab under ultimate load.

Figure 5: The mid span load-displacement curve of three kinds of slabs.

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of composite slab with different splicing methods.
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It can be seen from Figure 5 that with the increase of the 
uniformly distributed load on the slab, the mid span displacement 
increases. When approaching the allowable deflection limit, 
if the load continues to increase, the displacement will have a 
sudden change. In general, under the same slab load, the mid span 
displacement of model A is the smallest, the model B is the second, 
and the model C is the largest. The ultimate load that model A can 
bear is about 25kN/m2. At this time, the concrete at the bottom 
of the slab is almost cracked. Continue loading will cause the mid 
span displacement change suddenly, it is very easy to cause the 
brittle failure of the slab; The ultimate load that model B can bear 
is very close to that of model A at about 24kN/m2, and at this time, 
almost all the bottom of the mid span composite slab is cracked, 
and it develops towards the side span composite slab and along 
the direction of splicing seam, and the area of concrete crack is 
obviously more than that of cast-in-place slab; The ultimate load 
that model C can bear is about 15.8 kN/m2, which is about 2/3 of 
the other two kinds of slabs. If the load continues, the mid span 
displacement will increase sharply. At this time, all the concrete 
in the tensile area at the bottom of the slab will crack and fail. To 
sum up, the seismic performance and integrity of composite slab 
are not as good as cast-in-place slab, but this gap will decrease 
with the increase of span. The reason is that the existence of truss 
reinforcement bar and anchor reinforcement bar will improve the 

integrity of the composite slab, but the more the post cast strip 
is divided or divided in two directions, it will lead to the decline 
of the bearing capacity of the composite slab. Therefore, the post 
cast strip of composite slab should be divided in one direction and 
arranged at the position with less stress.

Damage analysis
Model A: The cloud diagram of damage distribution of cast-in-

place slab is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen from the figure that in 
the initial cracking stage, with the increase of load, damage begins 
to appear at the middle of the bottom span of the cast-in-place slab, 
and there is no visible crack at the bottom of the slab. At this time, 
the uniformly distributed load of the slab is about 9kN/m2; With 
the increase of external load, the slab enters the crack development 
stage. There are 0.1 ~ 0.2mm penetrating cracks at the bottom of 
the slab along the long side, and cracks visible to the naked eye in 
other directions. At this time, the maximum value of dt  can reach 
0.90, and the corresponding slab uniform load is about 21kN/
m2; As the load continues to increase, the slab enters the crack 
penetration stage. At this time, there are penetrating cracks greater 
than 0.2mm in all directions at the bottom of the slab, the value of dt 
generally greater than 0.92, and the uniformly distributed load on 
the slab also reaches 25kN/m2. At this time, it is considered that all 
the concrete at the bottom of the slab has failed.

Model B: The cloud diagram of damage distribution of model B 
is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen from the figure that in the initial 
cracking stage, with the increase of load, damage begins to appear 
at the middle of the bottom span of the slab, and there is no visible 
crack at the bottom of the slab, with the maximum value of dt at 
about 0.1. At this time, the uniformly distributed load on the slab 
is about 9kN/m2; With the increase of external load, the slab enters 
the crack development stage, the through cracks whose width 
values 0.1~0.2mm appear in the mid span composite slab, and the 
visible cracks appear in the side span composite slab. At this time, 

the maximum value of dt can reach 0.90, and the corresponding slab 
uniform load is about 21kN/m2; As the load continues to increase, 
the slab enters the crack penetration stage. At this time, the crack of 
the mid span laminated plate passes through the post cast strip and 
develops to the side span composite slab. There are penetrating 
cracks greater than 0.2mm in all directions at the bottom of the 
slab, generally the value of dt is greater than 0.92, and the uniformly 
distributed load on the slab also reaches 24kN/m2. At this time, it is 
considered that all the concrete at the bottom of the slab has failed. 

Figure 7: Damage distribution in different stress stages of model A.
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Figure 8: Damage distribution in different stress stages of model B.

Model C: The cloud diagram of damage distribution of model 
C is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from the figure that in the 
initial cracking stage, with the increase of load, damage begins to 
appear at the middle of the bottom span of the slab, and there is no 
visible crack at the bottom of the slab, with the maximum value of 
dt at about 0.2. At this time, the uniformly distributed load on the 
slab is about 6kN/m2; With the increase of external load, the slab 
enters the crack development stage, through cracks with the width 
of 0.1~0.2mm appear in the middle span composite slab along the 
short side splicing seam direction, and there are almost no cracks 

in the side span composite slab; As the load continues to increase, 
the slab enters the crack penetration stage. At this time, the crack of 
the mid span composite slab passes through the post cast strip and 
develops to the side span composite slab. There are penetrating 
cracks greater than 0.2mm in all directions at the bottom of the 
slab, but the most serious cracks are the two composite slabs in the 
middle span, with the maximum value of dt reaching 0.95 and the 
uniformly distributed load on the slab reaching 15kN/m2, At this 
time, it is considered that all the concrete at the bottom of the slab 
is invalid.

Figure 9: Damage distribution in different stress stages of model C.

Stress analysis
The cloud diagram of stress distribution for the three kinds of 

slabs in the crack penetration stage is shown in Figure 10. It can 
be seen from the figure that in the crack penetration stage of cast-
in-place slab, the maximum stress is concentrated around the slab. 
The reason is that the four sides of the slab are fixedly supported, 
and the edge of the slab is in a compression state. With the increase 
of load, the compressive stress gradually increases; At the same 

time, the maximum tensile stress at the bottom of the slab is always 
concentrated in the middle of the span or around the splicing seam, 
and an obvious stress concentration area is formed between the 
splicing seam, which is also in line with the above damage analysis 
results. The splicing seam is always the weak area of the composite 
slab. The number of splicing seams should be reduced and arranged 
at the position with less stress as far as possible.
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Figure 10: Stress distribution of three kinds of slabs in cracks penetration stage.

Conclusion
Based on the large-span slab encountered in a fabricated 

building project, ABAQUS is used to simulate the mechanical 
properties and failure forms of the slab when the slab adopts the 
whole span cast-in-place slab and the two-way composite slab with 
different splicing methods. The following conclusions are obtained 
from the finite element simulation results:

•	 Under the same load, the mid span displacement of the whole 
span cast-in-place slab is the smallest, the parallel spliced two-
way composite slab is the second, and the parallel cross spliced 
two-way composite slab is the largest; At the same time, the 
ultimate load of the whole span cast-in-place slab is about 
25kN/m2 which shows the best integrity; Due to the setting 
of parallel splicing seam, the ultimate load of parallel spliced 
two-way composite slab is about 24kN/m2, which is not much 
different from the former and shows good integrity; However, 
due to the two-way joint of parallel cross spliced two-way 
composite slab, the integrity of the composite slab is poor, and 
the ultimate load is about 15.8kN/m2, which is at about 1/3 
lower than the first two kinds of slabs;

•	 With the increase of external load, plastic damage appears at 
the bottom of the slab. Due to the existence of splicing seam 
in the composite slab, stress concentration is easy to occur in 
this area. In particular, the strain at the splicing seam of the 
middle span composite slab is the largest, and the plastic 
damage occurs first. With the increase of the external load, the 
crack begins to pass through the post pouring splicing seam 
and develop to the side span composite slab, and finally form a 
through crack, and the concrete at the bottom of the slab fails 
under tension;

•	 When the slab span is 6~8m, if the truss reinforcement is used 
to composite slab, it is recommended to adopt the two-way 
composite slab, and the post cast splicing seam shall be set in 
the direction of less stress, and the two-way splicing seam shall 
not be set.
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